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Abstract 
          Coagulation disorders are common among intensive care patients and may range from 

isolated thrombocytopenia or prolonged global clotting tests to complex defects, such as 

disseminated intravascular coagulation. There are many causes for coagulation disorders and 

each of these underlying disorders may require specific therapeutic management. Hence, a 

proper differential diagnosis and the initiation of adequate treatment strategies are crucial to 

reduce morbidity and mortality in critically ill patients with coagulation abnormality. 

Activated platelets secrete numerous compounds from their alpha granules, dense granules, 

lysosomes and cytoplasmic stores, all contributing to platelet adhesion, aggregation and 

modulation of endothelial function and inflammatory processes. Nowadays, platelets are 

considered vital to host immunity. In intensive care unit, approximately 40% of the patients 

develop thrombocytopenia, and INR is increased in 30%. Disturbed coagulation and its 

consequences may lead to organ dysfunction.    

          Conclusion: thrombocytosis or thrombocytothemia is a condition characterized by the 

presence of elevated platelet count in blood. One must first distinguish reactive from primary 

thrombocytosis. The presence of acute or subacute infection, a connective tissue disorder, 

vasculitis, hemolysis, active bleeding, recent surgery, history of splenectomy, or iron 

deficiency anaemia favors the diagnosis of reactive thrombocytosis. 

Keywords: platelets disorders, thrombocytosis; thrombocytopenia. 
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Introduction 

Coagulation disorders are common among intensive 

care patients and may range from isolated thrombocytopenia 

or prolonged global clotting tests to complex defects, such as 

disseminated intravascular coagulation.There are many 

causes for coagulation disorders and each of these underlying 

disorders may require specific therapeutic management. 

Hence, a proper differential diagnosis and the initiation of 

adequate treatment strategies are crucial to reduce morbidity 

and mortality in critically ill patients with coagulation 

abnormalities (Levi and Schultz et al., 2010). 

Platelets are circulating anucleated disc shaped cells that 

originate from megakaryocytes in the bone marrow. They play 

a vital role in primary hemostasis (the generation of platelet 

plug).A specific glycoprotein receptor (GPIB) on the surface 

of platelets allow platelets to adhere to endothelial bound von 

willbrand factor (Garry et al., 2015). 

The normal adult platelet count range is 150,000 to 

450,000 /microL, with mean values of 266,000 and 

237,000/microL, for females and males respectively. 

Asmall proportion of the population (approximately 2.5 

percent) will have a baseline platelets count lower than 

150.000/microL(George et al., 2014). 
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Thrombocytopenia is one of the most common 

laboratory abnormality in intensive care unit patients (ICU). 

The incidence of thrombocytopenia varies from 15% to 60%, 

depending on the definition used and population evaluated. 

Aplatelet count less than 100,000/microL is seen in another 

30-50% of critically patients. The possible mechanisms 

leading tothrombocytopenia in critically ill patients could 

involve the presence of disseminated intravascular coagulation 

(DIC), sepsis, and massive hemorrhage, thrombocytopenia 

induced by heparin or other drugs.Thrombocytopenia is 

aprognostic marker of critically ill patients,and is related to 

ICU length of stay and high mortality rate. The progressive 

decrease in platelets count is also associated with worse 

prognosis, while platelets count above 150.000 appears to be a 

predictor of good outcome (Domingosn et al., 2015). 

Normal platelet count is dynamic,reflecting the bone 

marrow production of about 150 billion platelets daily and 

circulating survival time of approximately 10 days. Under 

normal condition higher platelets, counts decrease transfusion 

requirements and improve survival in the critically injured 

patients. Higher levels of platelets count have been correlated 

with adecrease in mortality and commonly occurred in 

critically ill patients due to inflammation, trauma, surgery, 

hemolysis and bleeding. Neoplasms are among the major 
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causes of reactive thrombocytosis. Usually the count is 

elevated to levels less than 1x10
9
/L (Anahita et al., 2013). 

Drugs and many systemic diseases can lead to 

acquired platelets function defects.Acquired platelet 

function defects due to drugs are mild and common.More 

than 100 drugs including aspirin,certain foods,spices,and 

vitamins have been reported to impair platelet function. 

Platelet dysfunction has also been reported in patients with 

uremia, liver dysfunction, cardiopulmonary bypass 

procedures and sepsis (Sharathkumar et al., 2008). 
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Aim of the Work 

The aim of this work is to revise the physiology of 

platelets and discuss platelets dysfunction in ICU patients 

and their management. 
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Evaluation of platelet functions 

Giulio Bizzozero discovered platelets in 1882. 

Anucleate, discoid platelets are the smallest blood particles 

which unveil their dynamicity through their morphology 

(Ribatti et al., 2007).  

Primarily they are associated with hemostasis, which is 

the initiation of blood coagulation. They usually prefer to 

remain in inactive state and get activated only when a blood 

vessel is damaged. But hemostasis is not the sole function of 

platelets; rather it has several multifunctions which attribute in 

monitoring the homeostasis of the body. Its high sensitivity to 

different disease states eventually assigned it to be one of the 

most accessible markers. While keeping interactions with 

leukocytes and endothelial cells, it restores its behavior as an 

important inflammatory marker (Cerletti et al., 2012). 

Platelet reactivity for different disease pathogenesis 

is widely dependent upon some biologically active markers 

like CD36, CD41, CD42a, CD42b, and CD61.These 

include some active surface receptors and platelet secretory 

products. Platelets tend to alter the expression and signaling 

of these markers in different disease diagnosis and 

prognosis (Sharma G et al., 2011). 
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Primarily, platelet activity is associated with the 

initiation of coagulation cascades. Damage in blood vessel 

makes the sub endothelial surface the primary target site of 

platelet action, where it establishes the hemostasis. Various 

pro aggregatory stimuli also known as platelet agonists 

promote the action of platelet adhesion to the subendothelial 

surfaces. Platelet changes its shape, releases its granule 

contents, and gradually forms aggregates by adhering with 

each other. Thus its primary activity remains associated with 

minimizing blood loss. However, as discussed earlier 

platelets are not only confined in regulating hemostasis and 

thrombosis, but they also play many vital roles in disease 

pathophysiology (Sharma et al., 2011). 

Ultrastructure: 

Megakaryocytes of the bone marrow are site of platelet 

formation. Diameter of a mature platelet is 2-3  μm, which 

usually remains alive for 5–9 days. Approximately 2/3 of the 

platelets circulate in the blood and 1/3 is stored in the spleen. 

The normal platelet count is (150–400) × 10
3
 per microliter of 

blood. Each megakaryocyte can produce 5000–10000 

platelets. An average healthy adult can produce 10
11

 platelets 

per day; old platelets are destroyed by phagocytosis in the 

spleen and liver (Kupffer cells) (Blair et al., 2009). 


